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Enabling Studies Program

October 1, 2020 - September 31, 2022. 

Highlights 
• Pancreatic cancer is the fourth

leading cause of cancer death
among Canadians.

• Nearly all pancreatic cancers are
driven by common mutations in
a gene called KRAS. Although
researchers have not found ways
to target mutated KRAS with
cancer drugs, recent
breakthroughs demonstrate that
cancer immunotherapy can be
highly effective by targeting
mutated gene products.

• KRASG12x is the most common
cancer hotspot mutation
and A*02:01 is a prevalent HLA
allele, so a large patient
population stands to benefit, and
extends beyond PDAC to other
cancer types with these common
mutations such as lung and
colorectal adenocarcinoma.

About the project 
Recent clinical research has shown that it is possible to engineer an effective T-cell response in patients unable to initiate/sustain anti-tumour 
immunity. Briefly, t-cells are obtained from blood, genetically modified, activated, and expanded in the lab, and then re-administered to the same 
patient. The genetic modification step introduces into the T-cells a gene that carries instructions for 
a new cell surface receptor (previously identified by researchers) that gives the engineered T-cells the 
ability to recognize and kill cancer cells that have mutated KRAS. 

KRASG12D/V hotspot mutations are found in 90% of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), 
but have been undruggable due to the inherent nature of the mutation that locks KRAS in an active 
state. Mutant KRAS may, however, represent a significant opportunity for cancer immunotherapy. 
Recent data suggest that peptides bearing KRASG12D/V mutations are naturally presented at the 
surface of PDAC cells and recognized by functional human T-cells. 

This study extends the BioCanRx catalyst project which isolated a panel of TCRs specific to KRAS 
codon 12 mutational epitopes presented by HLA-A*02:01. Building on the groundwork laid to 
launch BioCanRx-funded CLIC-01 clinical trial, this enabling study project deliverable 
is to initiate an anti-KRASG12D/V TCR-engineered T cell adoptive immunotherapy Phase I 
trial in HLA-A*02:01 patients with metastatic KRASG12D/V PDAC.  This project will lay the 
groundwork for potential benefit - if it is eventually shown to be safe, feasible and efficacious - to 
Canadian cancer patients.

Dr. Robert Holt
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The goal of this study is to develop 
pancreatic cancer immunotherapy based 

on engineered “T cells” targeting mutated 
KRAS. 
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Recombinant TCRs to Target KRAS Hotspot Mutations in 
Pancreatic Cancer

Dr. Simon Turcotte

https://biocanrx.com/catalyst-project-turcotte
https://biocanrx.com/clinical-trial-kekre
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BC Cancer Foundation - 
$480,000

Chaire Roger Des Groseillers 
en oncologie chirurgicale 

hépato biliaire et 
pancréatique de l’Université 

de Montréal - $20,000

Partners 

{ } Key 
Milestones

Manufacturing development including clinical-grade LV transfer plasmids 
and engineering and clinical-grade manufacturing runs of the lead TCR.

Vancouver
BC Cancer
Dr. Mhairi Sigrist
Dr. Kevin Hay
Ms. Miruna Bala
Dr. Robert Holt

Clinical trial development including 
draft clinical trial protocol

Ottawa
Ottawa Hospital 
Researcch Institute
Dr. John Bell

Montréal
CHUM/Université de Montréal
Dr. Simon Turcotte

Project Team
Members

Victoria
BC Cancer
Dr. Brad Nelson
Dr. John Webb

Facility Utilization:
Biotherapeutics Manufacturing Centre (BMC),

The Ottawa Hospital/ University of Ottawa
Conconi Family Immunotherapy Lab (CFIL),

BC Cancer Research Centre

Pre-clinical assessment including assessment of lead 
candidate target specificity, selection of lead TCR, and 
consultation with Health Canada. 

The power to kill cancer lies within us.
Let’s tell our bodies how.


